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Abstract—The deployment of fifth-generation wireless commu-
nications (5G) networks brought a significant difference in the
data rate and throughput to the wireless systems. It ensures ultra-
low latency and high reliability. In particular, Network Slicing
(NS), one of the enablers for the 5G phase-II and beyond, has
opened enormous opportunities for the Communications Service
Provider (CSPs). NS allows CSPs to create independent virtual
networks in the same physical network to guarantee high service
levels. This paper provides an overview of the advances in NS
from the perspective of the business opportunities and associated
standardization activities. Standardization is critical in research
as it intends to maintain interoperability among multi-vendor
scenarios in telcos. We emphasize highlighting the technical
facets of slicing within the business implementation and industry
standardization process. Additionally, we address the application
of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) to NS-
enabled future networks deployments. A set of use cases and the
underlying specific requirements challenges are discussed as well.
Finally, future research directions are addressed in detail.

Index Terms—Network Slicing, CSPs, AI, ML, Standards,
SDOs

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of the mobile and wireless networks sector
enabled by emerging 5G New Radio (NR) technologies and
massively connected devices supports a significant increase in
data traffic demand. As a result, new business models and
services are available, e.g., supported by ultra-low latency and
ultra-high throughput networks. The need for diverse applica-
tions and seamless connectivity involves critical requirements
and implies supporting on-demand services. With the roll-out
of fifth-generation (5G) wireless networks, Network Slicing
(NS) evolved as a fundamental feature to facilitate segmented
layers of networks in addition to the base network architecture
[1].

In reality, NS provides a paradigm shift from the conven-
tional approach towards traffic and network management [2].
It allows virtual logical network layers capable of enabling all
the functionalities of a shared physical network. Furthermore,
it sub-divides the network into several isolated virtual networks
leading to a dedicated channel to provide resources to serve the
user demands. Thus, slicing empowers conventional networks
to support a wide range of use cases and business models.

Additionally, while enabling enhanced service quality, NS
supports tailor-made user-specific solutions. For instance, the
latency requirement for emergency services is more strin-
gent than for agriculture-based applications (to maintain crop
health). Thus, it will make current networks dynamic, flexible
and scalable whilst accommodating growing demand, from
various applications, with diverse requirements.

Unlike conventional networks, 5G networks are enabled
with networking slicing. 5G evolution opens up many ser-
vices and use cases. New physical networks are not required
anymore to facilitate dedicated service. As proposed by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the introduction
of NS is established in the framework of release 15 [3] and
is regularly updated for the required technical details and
enhancements. 3GPP has specified that, for Communications
Service Provider (CSPs), NS is significant for creating new
services and generating new business models. NS allows CSPs
to create multiple virtual slices to encompass colossal traffic
increase and specific user requirements. As a consequence of
this evolution, Working Groups from various Standard Devel-
opment Organizations (SDOs) entered into force to support
a multi-vendor landscape that develops NS specifications and
guidelines.

CSPs benefit by implementing network orchestration, the
automated communication among various entities on and
across the network to meet network and user requirements.
It sets guidelines to establish connections through the network
while offering services with the associated Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) [4].

In the scope of this paper, we provide an overview of
new services and use case scenarios by the CSPs together
with the presentation of associated standardization activities.
In addition, we shed light on the implementation of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques for
NS and management as a whole.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses the state-of-the-art and Section III describes the
standardization activities addressing the NS. In Section IV, the
challenges and requirements are addressed. Finally, Section
V presents the main conclusions of this work and addresses



topics for further research.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

A network slice (often referred to as ”5G Slice”) incorpo-
rates the Network Functions (NF) and settings that encompass
the supported use case or applications being served. It facil-
itates resources on-demand by incorporating existing virtual-
ization and computing techniques. Slices make the resources
modular while introducing flexibility into the network. In [5],
authors have defined different layers of 5G slices, as shown
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Different Layers of Network Slicing

The two key enablers of Network Slicing are described as
follow:

a) Virtualization Technologies: Virtualization facilitates
resource sharing on the 5G Slice and removes dependencies
on dedicated hardware. As the resources are independent of
the physical hardware, slices are easy to deploy and manage
as a modular block on a 5G network [5]. Interfacing the inde-
pendent modules of resources is critical, and needs assistance
for resource allocation purposes.

b) Management and Orchestration: Automated orches-
tration and management techniques help regulate and manage
many network slices in a complex environment. Besides,
according to [6], it facilitates network slice management
functions.

A. 5G-PPP and NGMN Architectural Vision

The vision for Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMNs)
is to enhance their flexible softwarization. The NGMN archi-
tecture is subdivided into three layers, as follows: i) business
application, ii) infrastructure resource, and iii) its business
enabling [1]. It is characterized by an End-to-End (E2E)
scope encompassing the Radio Access Network (RAN) and
core networks [7]. 5G Infrastructure Public-Private Partnership
(5G-PPP) elaborates on roles and relationships among different
parts of the 5G network. It generally shares the NGMN
perspective that the 5G architecture must flexibly support
softwarization for different use cases. Besides, it is worthwhile

to note that the NGMN 5G-PPP architectural proposal is di-
vided into five layers, namely service, infrastructure, business
function, network function, and orchestration layers [8].

B. ETSI NFV MANO Management Architecture Evolution

NF Virtualization (NFV) enables broadening the upgraded
capabilities of communication networks. These capabilities
are flexible enough to instantiate the NFs where needed,
e.g., in the data center or network, and provide elasticity in
allocating extra resources to these NFs. However, manage-
ment and orchestration functions require new algorithms that
handle essential resources and control the VNFs lifecycle. To
manage the VNF lifecycle and resource allocation, the ETSI
has added an NFV Management and Network Orchestration
(MANO) architecture. It primarily provides the management
and orchestration of network services, VNF, and all resources
in a data center (virtual machine resources, networking, com-
putation, and storage) [6]. The three functional blocks of NFV
MANO are i) the NFV orchestrator, ii) VNF manager, and iii)
virtualized infrastructure manager [9].

C. Slice Creation and Isolation

Depending on use cases requirements, 5G heterogeneous
network nature allows for designing different network slices.
For example, an ultra-low-latency slice will be supported
irrespectively of general network requirements if the use case
requires short delays.

Slice isolation consists of creating slices and then distin-
guishing them by considering the use cases they will assist.
Thus, it facilitates the simultaneous coexistence of multiple
slices in the same network without affecting their performance.
In fact, in-built security and privacy will be induced in the
design by isolating the slices over the shared infrastructure
[10].

III. STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES ON NETWORK
SLICING

Standards are the guiding force behind research, develop-
ment, innovation, policy establishment, and industries. It regu-
lates the execution of productive tasks and implementation of
the products while assuring quality [11]. In addition, standards
ensure interoperability among research techniques or products.

There are different types of Standards Development Orga-
nizations (SDOs) working towards proposing standards within
various verticals. In the context of 5G New Radio, it is
essential to have collaborative standardization in E2E network
slicing architectures [12], as it includes widespread coverage
domains and application areas and is opening up new research
opportunities. Therefore, SDOs and academia, together with
industries, need to collaborate on standardization efforts to
facilitate interoperability [11].

A. Worldwide Standardization approaches on 5G network
slicing

Different telecommunications standardization bodies and
industries are shown in Figure 2 together with their efforts



on network slicing a. Global System for Mobile Commu-
nications Association (GSMA) and Next Generation Mobile
Network (NGMN) contribute to the investigation of high-level
requirements and architecture, as well as to the creation of the
concepts of E2E 5G network slicing and business initiatives
[13]. Currently, the industry focuses on investigating network
slicing requirements while analyzing their influence on dif-
ferent network layers, e.g., core network or RAN. Different
SDOs have been defined as technical specifications for many
domains, as follows:

• Global System for Mobile Communications Association
(GSMA) is a global organization that develops a unified
mobile ecosystem that supports research and innovation
in the mobile communications industry sector while in-
tegrating industry solutions, including network slicing.
For example, the recently published white paper on ”E2E
Network Slicing Architecture” [12] describes industries,
operators, and vendors’ requirements and the need to col-
laborate in standardization activities to achieve a unified
solution for the NS architecture. The white paper further
explains E2E NS architecture, high-level requirements,
and ongoing initiatives from various SDOs.

• 3GPP, one of the main standardization bodies, encom-
passes several active working and study groups to sup-
port 5G network slicing. For example, the SA1 group
of 3GPP focuses on use cases and requirements. The
SA2 working group defines the architecture selection to
support network slicing [13]. The SA3 working group
addresses security while SA5 addresses slice management
[14]. The NS concept was introduced in 3GPP’s Release
15 [3] and has further been enhanced within Releases 16
[15] and 17 [16]. Release 16 added authentication and
authorization controls, enhancements to network automa-
tion, and service-based architecture to the 5G slicing.
Release 17 adds enhancements for phase 2 of the NS
architecture and outlines support to the GSMA defined
Generic Network Slice Template (GST) attributes. It also
addresses simultaneous usage of network slices in 5G-
assisted networks.

• The European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) activities for 5G network slicing address the
optimization of 5G services, configuration, delivery, as-
surance in terms of deployment, enabling complete au-
tomation. It also provides a solution for computing and
storage [6].

• The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard-
ization activities address the general requirements and
development of the 5G network slicing architecture. Be-
sides, they consider the orchestration mechanisms and
network slice management. Their latest work includes
gateway function for network slicing, the applicability of
abstraction, and control of traffic-engineered networks to
network slicing.

• The Broadband Forum (BBF) involves the activities to
term the slicing management architecture for transport

networks. Moreover, the BBF standardization activities
contain the sharing of broadband network infrastructure
between different service providers while providing re-
source control support [17].

Fig. 2. Standardisation Groups and SDOs for Network Slicing [18], [19].

• The International Telecommunication Union - Telecom-
munication (ITU-T) encourages different functionality of
E2E network slicing to provide reliability to customers.
ITU-T functionality contains softwarization, network ca-
pability exposure, requirements of mobility, and diverse
E2E Quality of Service (QoS) with distributed nature,
the support of edge cloud, control, and user plane sep-
arations. ITU-T Study Group 13 (SG13) [20] works
in orchestration, network management, and horizontal
slicing standardization activities. It also addresses the
data plane programmability and defines high-level net-
work softwarization. An ITU-T SG13 Focus Group (FG)
on ML for future networks, including 5G (FG-ML5G)
[21], has catalogued its deliverable, which had specific
requirements that include details for interfacing, network
architectures, protocols, algorithms, and data formats.
Deliverables related to network slicing and ML are as
follows [21];

– ITU-T Y.3172 [22]: Architectural Framework for
Machine Learning in Future Networks including



IMT-2020;
– ITU-T Y.3176 [23]: ML Marketplace Integration in

Future Networks including IMT-2020;
– Requirements, Architecture and Design for Machine

Learning function orchestrator;
– Serving Framework for ML models in Future Net-

works including IMT-2020;
– Machine Learning Sandbox for Future Networks

including IMT-2020: Requirements and Architecture
Framework;

– Machine Learning-based End-to-End Network Slice
Management and Orchestration;

– Vertical-assisted Network Slicing based on a Cogni-
tive Framework.

• The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) studies network
slicing connectivity for high bandwidth 5G services, by
considering low latency, and secure virtual subsets of the
network [24].

• The Open Network Automation Platform (ONAP) [25]
is an open community by operators for next-generation
network automation platform. It focuses on the unification
of standards and open source activities while promoting
cross-organizational collaborations. Recently, ONAP has
published a series of white papers related to technical
challenges associated with 5G slices. It emphasized on
the following four design goals:

– Communication Service Template (CST) to collect
SLA requirements by users;

– Service Descriptor (SD) records the user require-
ments collected by CST and facilitates slice creation
by converting them into network requirements;

– Network Slice Template (NST) describes the deploy-
ment information of slice instances;

– Network Slice Subnet Template (NSST) deploys
slice subnet instances.

B. Network Slicing and ML/AL

ML and AI have recently become very important in different
fields of activity. It makes the system intelligent so that human
intervention can be avoided. For example, Telecommunica-
tions operators use ML in analyzing the customer experience,
network automation, and business process automation [19].
Additionally, ML and big data are needed to facilitate intelli-
gent capabilities and integration for network slicing. Besides,
ML and AI can be the best solution for self-optimization,
self-configuration, and fault management functionalities, as
well as network security and malware detection [26]. Table I
presents different techniques considering ML/AI applied to the
implementation of network slicing available in the literature.

IV. OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS

Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) consider network slices
as an isolated independent network segment that is self-
sufficient in resources and provides services at approved QoS.

TABLE I
PAPERS WITH CONCEPTS USING ML/AL FOR NETWORK SLICING.

Papers
Algorithms covered in different papers using
ML/AI considering Network Slicing

[27]
Cellular and IoT networks resource management
techniques using ML

[28]
Implementation of deep learning neural network,
considering the network availability
and network-load efficiency

[29]
Network-slicing for the vehicle-to-everything service,
intelligent network architecture that influences the
recent ML techniques

[30]
Resource mapping algorithm for 5G network slicing
using deep reinforcement

[31]
A deep reinforcement learning optimization model
for slice configuration

MNOs are able to implement slicing while maintaining trans-
parency with the end-users. NS ensures connectivity tailored-
made service delivery. MNOs maintain SLAs to administer
the offered services, data rate, QoS, latency, reliability, and
security. MNOs can implement either single or multiple slices
in the network to offer services to varied requirements of
different genres. Some of the prominent industries that can
benefit from 5G slicing are the following ones:

• Logistics;
• Media & Entertainment (Augmented/Virtual Reality);
• Automotive;
• Industrial Internet;
• Financial Sectors;
• Health & Wellness;
• Smart Cities.
To meet the diverse service requirements and demands,

conventional business models are evolving as well. Therefore,
new use cases are being defined. The underlying market
ecosystem is divided into three categories, as follows [1].

• Asset Provider: performs infrastructure leasing to the
third party;

• Connectivity Provider: facilitates essential connectivity
delivery at high-speed to meet QoS requirements, includ-
ing latency ;

• Partner Service Provider: enables enhanced communica-
tion services to end-users &/or to third-parties.

A. Evolved Use Cases [18] [14]

This section describes some of the evolved use cases and
lists the required services from different industrial verticals.

• Massive IoT - An enormous amount of required smart
services and connected devices will constitute massive
IoT devices within the 5G evolution. These connections
require high QoS and Quality of Experience (QoE).
Varied applications have specific and different require-
ments that MNOs and CSPs can meet through network
slicing. The user will pay to access network resources
and functionality usage based on the SLA.



• Automotive - Connected vehicles demand high precision
with ultra-low latency requirements. Therefore, Cellular
Vehicle-to-Everything (CV2X) and Vehicle-to-Everything
(V2X) are considered critical use cases for 5G. Never-
theless, V2X requires communication between vehicles,
emergency services, etc.; thus, these services account for
high reliability. CV2X, while enabling communication
among vehicles and infrastructure, creates new business
opportunities, e.g., the infotainment service uses in-built
sensors, cameras, and navigation modules. These services
are not critical but intend to provide an enhanced driving
experience. Hence, a high-speed and dedicated network
is not required; instead, Mobile Broadband (MBB) con-
nectivity will be sufficient. With network slicing, MNOs
can provide ultra-low latency and high precision networks
without creating a new physical dedicated network.

• Healthcare - Healthcare industries have several sub-use
cases like hospital maintenance services, care-giving ser-
vices, health tracking or remote monitoring. Different use
cases account for different requirements. For instance,
remote healthcare diagnosis requires high data rate and
low latency, while hospital maintenance is non-critical.

• Industry 4.0 - Industry 4.0 defines the automation of the
traditional manufacturing industries and thus, results in a
large-scale connected sensors, devices, monitoring units,
and intelligent productions. Different industries have
different requirements, e.g., Augmented Reality (AR)
can support shop-floor workers in monitoring processing
flows and instruction-based tasks while in control panels
with safety hazards, where human beings are involved are
critical areas.

• Smart Cities - Smart cities lay down a complete infras-
tructure development that includes planning, deployment,
management, usage, monitoring, control, and mainte-
nance. As they aim at lifestyle enhancement and acces-
sibility, diverse opportunities have been open in various
sectors, including education, transport, basic amenities,
utilities, entertainment and healthcare. Requirements vary
with varying use cases. Some notable use cases include
smart metering, public safety and smart street lights.

V. CHALLENGES AND OPEN RESEARCH AREAS

Network slicing is a promising paradigm for 5G and beyond
networks, but its introduction faces various challenges [2].

In [5], NGMN has explained that sharing the resources
between slice tenants is the most challenging issue for network
slicing. Resource sharing can be either by static partition or by
elastically dynamic sharing. One of the main open problems
for resource sharing is standardizing a proper scheduling
mechanism that can allocate radio resources among different
slices while providing computational resource sharing and
slice isolation mechanisms. Besides, network reconstruction
is required in 5G and beyond, as the resulting ultra-dense
network will comprise cooperative macro-cells and small-
cells networks while addressing the slicing demands (high
transmission throughput, fairness, short delay, and reliability).

Nowadays, there is no proper integration of network slicing
with NFV and Cloud RAN (CRAN) to facilitate supporting
point-to-point connection among radio equipment controllers
and physical radio equipment. To fill this gap, network slicing
requires cooperation with other 5G technologies, such as
mobile cloud engineering, broadband transmission and NFV.

Designing new virtualization mechanisms is required to
make the sharing of resources efficient and give strong support
for implementing radio access network slicing. In addition,
with multi-domain infrastructure, security issues turn out to be
more complex. Therefore, defining security mechanism poli-
cies between several domains of the infrastructure is required.

Resource scheduling in RAN slicing is challenging due
to performance isolation, diversified service requirements,
and network dynamics (including user mobility and channel
states).

Although different service providers and operators work on
industrial solutions for network slicing and its management
[32], some open management challenges include NS activation
and deactivation at the service level, QoS maintenance at the
network level, intra-slice resource sharing, and load balance.

NS creates separate logical networks on a shared physical
infrastructure specific to use cases, realizes automation across
various operational, management and business processes, and
scales up the business without increasing OPEX. The com-
mercial usage of network slicing in industries, intelligent
configuration, SLA guarantees, and integration with vertical
industries needs improvement. 3GPP defines the NF parameter
for the slice and slice-subnet management accompanied by the
related interfaces. However, it still needs further research to
manage the automatic and intelligent closed-loop controls and
SLA requirements. 5G network slice coordination is critical
to guarantee high QoE. Use-cases and business requirements
need to be considered by operators to enable new approaches
that result in easy maintenance of the networks.

The open areas for future research activities include support
for heterogeneous networks (HetNets) for availing intelligent
services in Internet-of-Everything (IoE) scenarios, in addition
to support for various kinds of realities (augmented, virtual,
extended), connected autonomous systems or drone-based net-
works. The management and orchestration requirements vary
indistinctively in drone-based networks and in conventional
networks. ML and AI capabilities enable intelligent radios
to support various new services while incorporating fast and
efficient training, and tuning ML models. Besides, there is a
need to develop novel meta-learning models for ML-enabled
network slicing, an open research area.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have provided a research-based overview
of the current and ongoing work on Network Slicing within
different Standard Development Organizations. It includes a
detailed study on application/use cases, requirements, and
challenges for network slicing in the light of standardization.

In 5G phase-2 and future communication generations, net-
work slicing is expected to be one of the most influential



technologies and provide solutions tailored to specific end-
users, varying from residential to industrial or corporate. It
can evolve and shift the telecommunication industry to the
next level by allowing more flexible and reliable design. It is
required to enhance network infrastructure and incorporates
virtualization and softwarization to make the best use of
services provided by network slices. It will allow operators
to offer premium services to their customers. Moreover, NS
will enhance the business opportunities in many sectors,
which will gain attraction by increasing revenues. It is worth
noting that network slicing supports the economic model and
service differentiation that meets the end-user Service Level
Agreements. Finally, we have identified some open issues [25]
that require standardization, e.g., cross-domain inter-working,
as well as SLA assurance, intelligence and automation.
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